
 
 

MATCH DAY CHECKLIST 
 

BEFORE MATCHDAY  
A: PLAYER COMMS  

1. Circulate adapted playing conditions document and Ground Plan to 
home players. 

Information has been circulated to all registered players with 
an email address. Any new players need to be sent the 
information or the link to the website. 

2. Circulate ground operating procedures and Ground Plan to opposition. Gleds Snr to circulate to visiting teams each week. 
ON MATCHDAY 
B: GROUND PREPARATION  

1. Small gate to be opened. Whiteboard to be placed at entrance 
indicating ground operating procedures, COVID-19 warnings, symptoms 
checker, warning that no spectators allowed and Ground Plan. 
 
Check that no-spectator sign is still attached to the gate and is visible. 

 

2. Check Home and Away notices still attached to the two benches (Away, 
left bench; Home, right bench as per the Ground Plan). Ensure 2m 
spacing markers still visible. 

 

3. Set up sanitiser table for opposition and home team between benches 
as per the Ground Plan: medium sized foldable white table with 
sanitizer sign. Clean table with anti-bac spray. Place 2 bottles of 
sanitizer plus wipes to be placed on table. 

 

4. Check rubbish bin is between players’ benches and is empty, with a 
fresh bin liner present. 

 



 
 

5. Put small round sanitizer table in front of white door on the pathway to 
the opposition changing room. Clean table with antic-bac spray. Place 
one bottle of sanitizer on the table. 

 

6.  Scorers’ table taken to the scorers’ area as per the Ground Plan 
(decking in front of the Clubhouse) together with the Scoreboard. Clean 
table with anti-bac spray. 

 

7. Set up sanitizer table for use by the Umpires and Scorers – place near 
the scorer’s table. Clean table with anti-bac spray. Sanitizer only 
required. 

 

8. Place 2 pairs of wellies either end of the scorers’ bench – marked as 
Home and Away. 

 

9. Take two chairs for each umpire and place in the scorers’ area, 2m 
apart. 

 

10. Both changing rooms and Umpires Room to be unlocked and doors left 
open. 
 
Check max occupancy sign are on door together with sign indicating 
toilet (i.e. Home, Away, Female).  
 
Place traffic cones in each doorway for use (3 cones needed in total). 
 
Clean wash basin, surround and toilet plus table with paper towels and 
hand soap with anti-bac spray and cloth. Put bleach in the toilet. 
 
Check that each toilet has soap and paper towels for drying hands.  
 

 



 
 

Check each toilet has a bin, with an empty bag in it. 
 
Check hand washing sign is above each wash basin. 
 

11. Check 2m spacing markers are still visible in the spectator area to the 
left of the ground as you enter.  

 

12. Prepare attendance sheet for home team (including any non-playing 
attendees – umpires, scorers and spectators). 
 
Request attendance sheet from opposition, including details of any 
non-playing attendees – umpires, scorers and spectators. 
 
Keep information with scorebook. 

 

13. Ensure first aid kit is accessible – on the bench in the Umpires Room in 
front of the shower. 

 

14. Ensure Clubhouse main door is locked before play begins. Close the 
small gate at the entrance to the Ground once all players, umpires and 
scorers present. 

 

15.  Remind all players to sanitize hands having set-up the ground.  
C: MATCH PREPARATION  

1. Side screens to be put in place at both ends.  
2. Boundary flags to be put in place.  
3. In field markers to be put in place/paint sprayed on the ground.   
4. Stumps and bails to be put in place, anti-bac wipes to be placed at base 

of stumps ready for ball cleaning. 
 



 
 

D: IN GAME ARRANGEMENTS  
1. Anti-bac wipes placed at base of stumps for ball cleaning every 6 overs.  
2. Hygiene breaks  - players to use sanitizer station or their own sanitizer.  

E: END OF GAME PROCESSES  
1. All items to be collected back in – ideally by the same people that put 

them out. 
 

2. All tables (all sanitizer tables and the scorers table) to be sprayed with 
anti-bac spray and wiped down before being put away. 

 

3. Spray scoreboard with anti-bac spray before being put away.  
4. Rubbish bins to be collected from both male toilets, female toilet, 

players bin and emptied into the wheelie bin (check this is bagged first 
– don’t just empty the rubbish into the wheelie bin). 

 

5. Wash basins and toilets in both male toilets and female toilets to be 
sprayed down with anti-bac spray, table with hand towels and soap to 
be sprayed, bleach put in toilets.  

 

6. Check levels of sanitizer, wipes, anti-bac spray, hand soap, paper 
towels and inform a Club official if supplies are running low. 

 

 


